estimate that 2 can be chosen so that 2(f2) > 2(2 P-1) -1/" -1.
Notice that the expression on the right tends to one as p ~ 1 so this result can be regarded for p close to 1 as a perturbation result. The dual result for supermeasures (Theorem 2.2) is that if a normalized supermeasure q~ satisfies an upper p-estimate where 0 < p < I then there is a ~b-continuous measure 2 with )~ > ~b and 2((2) ____ 2(2 P -1) -1/v -1.
While we believe these results with their relatively simple proofs have interest in their own right, one of our motivations for considering them was to use them in the study of some questions concerning quasi-Banach lattices, or function spaces.
It is well-known ( [7] ) that a Banach lattice X with a (crude) upper p-estimate is r-convex for every 0 < r < p (for the definitions, see Section 3). This result does not hold for arbitrary quasi-Banach lattices [2] ; a quasi-Banach lattice need not be r-convex for any r < ~. However, it is shown in [2] that if X has a crude lower q-estimate for some q < then the result is true. We provide first a simple proof of this fact, only depending on the arguments of Section 2. We then investigate this result further, motivated by the fact that if X satisfies a strict upper p-estimate (i.e. with constant one) and a strict lower p-estimate then X is p-convex (and in fact isometric to an L v (#)-space.) We thus try to estimate the constant of r-convexity M (r) (X) when 0 < r < p and X has a strict upper p-estimate and a strict lower q-estimate where p, q are close. We find that an estimate of the form logM(r)(X) < cO(l + Ilog01) where c = c (r, p) and 0 = q/p -1. We show by example that such an estimate is best possible. Let us remark that in the case r = i < p < q the constant M (1) (X) measures the distance (in the Banach-Mazur sense) of the space X from a Banach lattice.
Finally in Section 4 we apply these results to give extensions of some factorization theorems of Pisier [13] to the non-locally convex setting. Pisier showed the existence of a constant B = B(p) so that if X is a Banach space and T: C(~2)-> X is bounded satisfying for a suitable constant C and all disjointly supported functions fl, ..., f, e C (g2) II rfk II < C max I/fk II k=l 1-<k-<n then there is as probability measure # on (2 so that for f e C( (2) II Tf If <= BC Iff HLv,,~,)
where Lv, 1 (#) denotes the Lorentz space Lv, 1 with respect to #.
Pisier's approach in [13] uses duality and so cannot be used in the case when X is a quasi-Banach space. Nevertheless the result can be extended and we prove that if 0 < r < 1 there is a constant B = B (r, p) so that if X is r-normable then there exists a probability measure/~ so that for all f ~ C (Y2),
~<,,).
We apply these results to show if X is a quasi-Banach space of cotype two then any operator T: C(O)~ X is 2-absolutely summing and so factorizes through a Hilbert space. We conclude by presenting a dual result and make a general conjecture that if X and Y are quasi-Banach spaces such that X* and Y have cotype two and T: X ~ Y is an approximately linear operator then T factorizes through a Hilbert space.
2. Submeasures and supermeasures. Let P r o o f. By an elementary compactness argument we need only prove the result for the case when f2 is finite and d = 2 a. We fix such an s Let 7 be the greatest constant such that, whenever ~b is a normalized submeasure on s satisfying a lower p-estimate then there is a measure 2 with 0 -< 2 -< 4) and q5 (O) > ?. It follows from a simple compactness argument that there is a normalized submeasure ~b satisfying a lower p-estimate for which this constant is attained; that is if 2 is a measure with 0 < 2 -< 4) then 2 (O) < ?. We choose this ~b and then pick an optimal measure 2 with 0 -<-2 < ~b and 2(I2) = 7.
Let 6 = (2 p -1)-t/p. Let E be a maximal subset of O such that 2 (E) > 6 ~b (E) and let F = I2\E. Suppose A c F; then
2(A) + )o(E) = 2(AWE) < 6$(A u E) < 6(r + (~(E)),
and so
(1) )o(A) <= 5 d?(A).
Let q be the conjugate index of p,i.e, p-l+ q-l_ ]. Let v be any measure on ~4 so that 0 _< v _< qk Suppose cl, c 2 > 0 are such that c~ + c~ = 1. Consider the measure
#(A) = cl 2(A n E ) + c2 v(A n F ).

Then for any
Hence/,(s __< y which translates as cl.~(E) + c2v(F) <= ?.
Taking the supremum over all cl, c2, we have:
Now take v(A) = 6-1 2(A n F). It follows from (1) that v < ~b and hence from (2), )~(E) P + 5-P2(F)' __< 7 p. Proof. We first prove the existence of some measure 2 with 2 > 49 and 2(f2) < Kp without requiring continuity. As in the preceding proof it will suffice to consider the case when f2 is finite and sr = 2 e. In this case there is a least constant 7 < oo with the property that if 49 is a normalized supermeasure on O then there is a measure 2 > 49 with 2(0) < 7-We again may choose an extremal 49 and associated extremal 2 for which 2(0) = 7-Define 6 = (2 p -/)-1/p > I we now let E be a maximal subset so that 2 (E) < 6 49 (E) and defining F = f2\E we obtain in this case that ifA c F then 2(A) > 349(A). Minimizing over c 1 , c 2 yields
In particular if we let v(A) = 5-12(A c~ F) and set t = 2(E)/7 we obtain t, + (2, -t) (t -t)~ __> 1.
Since in this case p < 1 we are ted to the conclusion that t > 4. Next we consider the supermeasure ~k (A) = tb (A c~ F) and'deduce the existence of a measure v > ~k with v(Q) < ),$(f2) = VqS(F). In this case (3) Conversely if X is a quasi-Banach lattice which contains no copy of c o and has a weak order-unit then standard representation theorems can be applied to represent X as an order-continuous quasi-Banach function space on some compact Hausdorff space s in the above sense. More precisely, if u is a weak order-unit then there is a compact Hausdorff space s and a lattice embedding L:
2,(A) = 2(A c~ E,) > q~(A c~ E.) > ($(A) p -qS(F,)) ~/" .
Since X contains no copy of co we can use a result of Thomas [16] and it may be verified by standard techniques that L extends to a lattice isomorphism of Y onto X (which is an isometry if we assume that the quasi-norm on X is continuous).
For an arbitrary quasi-Banach function space X and 0 < p < ~ we define the p-convexity constant M~P)(X) to be the least constant (possibly infinite) such that for X is called p-convex if M (~) (X) < oo and p-concave if Mp (X) < oo; we will say that X is geometrically convex if M (~ (X) < oo. In [2] X is called L-convex if it is p-convex for some p > 0; it follows from [2] and [4] that X is L-convex if and only if it is geometrically convex.
Let us now turn to upper and lower estimates. We say X satisfies a crude upper p-estimate with constant a if for any disjoint fl ..... f, we have
and we say that X satisfies an upper p-estimate if a = 1. We say that X satisfies a crude lower q-estimate with constant b if for any disjoint fl .... , f, we have
and X satisfies a lower q-estimate if b = 1. It is then clear that ifp < q then Lp, q satisfies an upper p and a lower q-estimate. Ifp > q then Lp, q has an upper q and a lower p-estimate. Suppose p < q. We define the functional
where the supremum is taken over all Borel partitions {A~ ..... A,} of f2. 
II:
where the infimum is again computed over all Borel partitions of ~2. Proposition 3.4 now has an analogue whose proof is very similar and we omit most of the details.
Proposition 3.4. Suppose 0 < q < p. Then: (i) The A (p, q)-quasinorm is the largest admissible quasi-norm which satisfies an upper q-estimate and such that N 7~A II <--_ 1 ~ (A) l/p, for any Borel set A. (it) If f e B(f~) then
in,(
where Y = {z o = 0 < z 1 < ... < % = ~ (t2)} runs through all possible finite subsets of [0, # (•)1.
If f ~ B(f2) then
where 0 =--P 1. q ARCH. MATH. P r o o f. We will only proof the second inequality in (iii). We define h = 1 + 0 = p/q. 
>= (h -I)(7--~)h -:/'-l/q lit Ila,,~.
The result then follows.
[] We now immediately deduce the following:
Proposition 3.5.
Let X be quasi-Banach function space on Q satisfying a crude upper p-estimate with constant a and a crude lower q-estimate with constant b. Then if f c X+ with
/If IIx = 1: (i) There
is a probability measure # on ~2 such that f > 0 # -a.e. and if g ~ X, Ir g f-l llA,,q(,) <= abK~)/p [I g Hx.
(ii) There is a probability measure 2 We next show how the results of Proposition 3 quickly give extensions of some factorization theorems due to Pisier [13] . Our approach is valid for quasi-Banach spaces since it does not depend on any duality. (iv) There is a constant C, and a probability measure # on f2 such that for all f e C (9), II Tf II < C,, II f IIL~,~(~).
< r < p < oo. Then there is a constant c = c (r, p) such that if X is a quasi-Banach function space satisfying an upper p-estimate and a lower q-estimate where q/p = l + O < 2 then logM(')(X) <= O (c + ~ [logO,).
P r O o f. Some implications are essentially trivial. Thus (iv) ~ (iii) and (ii) ~ (i); (iii) ~ (ii) is easy and we omit it, It remains to show (i) ~ (iv).
To do this we first notice that iff, is a sequence of disjointly supported functions in C(f2) then Tf,, --,, O. Thus the theorem of Thomas [16] already cited allows us to find a regular Y-valued Borel measure 4' on f2 so that Tf = Sfd~ and use this formula to extend T to the bounded Borel functions B~ (f2). It is easy to verify the condition (i) remains in effect for disjointly supported bounded Borel functions. Now we introduce a quasi-Banach function space Z by defining
where the supremum is over disjoint g~ e Bo~ (f2) with Ig~l < If l. It is immediate that II Iiz satisfies an upper r-estimate and a lower q-estimate. Also, we see that Xe e Z. Thus by Proposition 3.5 we can find a probability measure/z on f2 so that for some C, C 4
If g ffz 6 c II g flaq,~(.~ < C4 II g I[L,,r(.~. []
We now prove the companion factorization result for operators on Lp-spaces. 
.. f, in L~(p) we have:
There is a constant C 2 and a probability measure 2 on f2 so that for any f ~ L~ (#) and any Borel set E we have
There is a constant Ca and a probability measure 2 on f2 so that for any f ~ L~(l~) and g e B(f2) with Igl < 1,
There exists w ~ L 1 (it) with w > 0 and ~ wd# = 1 and a constant C4 such that for all f e L~ (#) II Tf t[ <-C4 Ilfw-~/StlL,,~(~,u).
P r o o f. We omit the simple proof that (ii) ~ (i). Also (iii) ~ (ii) and (iv) ~ (ii) are obvious. We first consider (i) ~ (iii). For this direction we define a quasi-Banach function space Z by For the next theorem for Banach spaces see [12] , p. 62. In the following more general formulation, we understand from the referee that it has apparently been known for some time to Maurey and Pisier, with a somewhat different proof based on extrapolation. i =1 L4 (v) so that T is 2-absolutely summing. It now follows from the Grothendieck-Pietsch Factorization Theorem (which applies to non-locally convex X) that there is a probability measure # on f2 satisfying the conclusions of the Theorem.
[] R e m a r k s. We conclude with some comments on Theorem 4.3. We remark first that the theorem, taking X = L 1, gives a circuitous proof of Grothendieck's inequality, which is equivalent to the assertion that every operator from C(E2) to Lx is 2-absolutely summing.
We also note that there are, by now, many known non-locally convex spaces of cotype two. The most natural examples are the spaces L v when 0 < p < 1; in this case, Theorem 4.3 is known, and is a consequence of work of Maurey [8] (see [17] , p. 271). However, more recently Pisier [14] has shown that the spaces Lv/Hp have cotype two when p < 1, and indeed essentially establishes Theorem 4.3 for this space. It also follows from work of Xu [18] that the Schatten ideals Sp have cotype two when p < l, and for these examples Theorem 4.3 is apparently new.
We conclude by noting a dual result and then make a conjecture based on these observations. First let us recall that if X is a quasi-Banach space then its dual X* defined in the usual way is a Banach space; here X* need not separate the points of X and may indeed reduce to zero: we define the canonical map (not necessarily injective)j: X -~ X**. The Banach envelope of X is the closure
J~ of j(X).
We shall say that an operator T: X ~ Y is strongly approximable if T is in the smallest subspace d of Y (X, Y) containing the finite-rank operators and closed under the pointwise convergence of uniformly bounded nets.
The following theorem is essentially known. Remark. IfX is a Banach space, then this theorem is due to Mezrag [9] , [10] with no approximability assumptions on T. If X is not locally convex this result is essentially proved in [3] and we here show how to obtain the actual statement from the equivalent Theorem 2.2 of [3] . Note also that for spaces X with trivial dual, the theorem holds vacuously since the only strongly approximable operators are identically zero.
Proof. It is shown in Theorem 2.2 of [3] that given e > 0 there exists Co(e) so that, for any [] R e m a r k s. We discuss a question motivated by Theorems 4.3 and 4.5. An operator T: X --+ Y is called approximable if given any compact set K c X and any e > 0 there exists a finite-rank operator F: X ~ F with [I Tx -Fx II < e for x ~ K. Pisier has shown that if X, Y are Banach spaces such that X* and Y have cotype two and T: X --+ Y is an approximable linear operator then T factorizes through a Hilbert space (see [11] , [12] ). Does the same result hold if we assume X, Y are quasi-Banach spaces? Theorem 4.3 and 4.5 provide evidence that this perhaps is true.
N o t e a d d e d 17 D e c e m b e r, 199 2. After the initial preparation of this note, the first author and Sik-Chung Tam showed that the conjecture in the last paragraph is true, at least for strongly approximable operators.
